What is the difference between a tract house and a custom home? Many things. But one of the simplest ways to dramatize a home is with well designed doors both inside and outside. What a difference Rogue Valley doors make! Among the finest quality wood doors available, Rogue Valley Doors are custom crafted to your specifications and ready within weeks. Whether you are an architect, a builder-developer, or a homeowner who insists on quality, you can put the finishing touch on your unique home with highly complementary Rogue Valley doors.
Why are Rogue Valley Doors the best? From beginning to end, each door is crafted with attention to detail and the highest quality lumber. Every custom door is carefully thought out, beginning with a sketch, then developed into a CAD drawing and handed off to our talented craftsmen. The doors are tirelessly scrutinized throughout the process until perfection is achieved.
GLASS TREATMENTS
STANDARD OPTIONS

WHITE LAMINATE: A multifunctional safety glazing material manufactured by sandwiching a white film between two clear glass panes.

SATIN: Protect your privacy while allowing the light in. This translucent glass offers a semi-opaque effect.

CLEAR: A classic clear window pane treatment that is fully transparent.

MIST LITE: A tight criss cross treatment on a clear glass pane that is mostly opaque.

#32: A textured, fairly opaque, clear glass pattern.

GREY: A clear glass treatment with a subtle grey hue that is fully transparent.

DELTA FROST: A classic thick frosted glass treatment with a vein-like texture that is fairly opaque.

RAIN: A vertical treatment resembling raindrops that is fairly opaque.

SEEDY BAROQUE: A clear glass with a scattered appearance and a baroque wash with asymmetrical curves.

BRONZE: A clear glass treatment with light bronze undertones that is mostly transparent.

REEDED: An elegant vertical line treatment that is fairly transparent.

BEVEL: A clear, tempered glass with a striking beveled edge.

EVERGREEN: A clear glass treatment with subtle green highlights that is mostly transparent.

OBSCURE: A pebbled or “orange peel” treatment that is mostly opaque.

GLUE CHIP: A stylish frosted treatment that is fairly opaque.

BAMBOO: A unique pattern with vertical bamboo reeds and leaves. Fairly opaque. Not recommended for multi-light doors as the bamboo reeds will not line up.

DOUBLE GLUE CHIP: Glue chipped twice to obtain a denser, more concealing look than the standard glue chip.

HEAVY WATER: A clear pane with a distorted treatment that gives the illusion of being under water.

REEDED 157: A wide reed, fairly opaque, vertical treatment with small grooves between wide reeds.

SOLAR BRONZE: Reduce incoming light and protect your privacy. From the outside, this glass gives a mirror effect, while from the inside it gives a clear view of the outdoors with a slight bronze tint.

CROSS REED: Vertical and horizontal reeds intersect in this clear, semi-transparent glass.

SYCAMORE: Leaf impressions offer soft obscurity while allowing an abundance of light to travel throughout the room.

TAFETA: Reminiscent of taffeta fabric, this radiant glass offers privacy without obscuring natural light.

IG w/BRONZE GBG: Insulated glass divided by a bronze internal grid to simulate a door with multiple lights.

IG w/WHITE GBG: Insulated glass divided by a white internal grid to simulate a door with multiple lights.

Safety Back Mirror also available.
These are NOT recommended on Multi Light Doors.

**GLASS TREATMENTS**

**STANDARD OPTIONS**

- Seedy Baroque
- Bronze
- Reeded®
- Bevel
- Evergreen
- Obscure-P516
- Glue Chip
- Bamboo®
- Double Glue Chip
- Heavy Water
- Reeded 157®
- Solar Bronze
- Cross Reed®
- Sycamore
- Taffeta
- IG w/Bronze GBG
- IG w/White GBG

**CAMING OPTIONS**

- Patina (Black)
- Zinc (Silver)
- Brass (Gold)

*These are NOT recommended on Multi Light Doors.*
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CUSTOM TEXTURED GLASS DOORS

Full length glass set into a double maple door entryway lets in the lights and sights of the great outdoors. Curved geometric transoms over cherry wood doors bring stylized uniformity to interior passageways. Custom quality craftsmanship brings with it a creative array of solutions for a beautiful entryway. Choose your favorite door and customize it with the specialty glass of your choice.

Door: 30G-A
Shown in Fir
With Arch Top and Reeded Glass
See page 54
Choose your style in the wood species you desire, including rich oak, knotty alder, mahogany, maple, cherry, and more. Mix and match your favorite species to create the look that fits your home.

Take advantage of our large selection of finely crafted double sided doors. Match each room in your home to a different species. Simply pick your favorite wood combination and Rogue Valley Door will create the ideal door for you.
As you design your custom Rogue Valley Door, please bear in mind that you also have several options in glass. Any panel on the door you choose can be replaced with a glass panel, creating a unique look and allowing natural light into your home.
C U S T O M
C A RV E D  D O O R S

For a touch of whimsy or to serve your business needs, Rogue Valley Doors can be carved with words, logos, and graphics. Each figure will be precisely created and milled using a Computer Numeric Control (CNC) router, ensuring a crisp look for your design.

Please contact your Rogue Valley Door dealer for specifications.
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**CUSTOM ETCHED GLASS DOORS**

The glass panels on your custom door may also be etched with words, logos, or graphics of your choice for a more contemporary look.

Please contact your Rogue Valley Door dealer for specifications.

For illustrative purposes, all etched glass was photographed against a black background to show detail.
Combining carved wood, arched panels, and Old World craftsmanship, the Romantic era is readily available thanks to Rogue Valley Door’s Custom Shaped options. This collection of interior and exterior doors is earthy, rustic, and natural, having been crafted from the finest mahogany, knotty alder, hickory, and more.

Door: 5082-RD ARP
Shown in Knotty Alder
See page 40
**CUSTOM SDL DOORS**

Energy efficient Simulated Divided Light (SDL) doors have a divided light appearance, created by applying wood barwork to the face of the glass. Rogue Valley Door has customized this technology, so you can choose from our standard collection of doors, or create a design with custom-shaped barwork that fits your style.

Now available as SDL doors—our French Colonial collection.

**Note:** SDL Doors not available in Primed
CUSTOM SHAPED SDL DOORS

Custom quality craftsmanship brings with it a creative array of solutions for a beautiful entryway. Any of our SDL Doors can be custom shaped to your specifications.

Note: SDL Doors not available in primed.
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Usher Nature In

Lumicor’s patented technology presents a new class of architectural resin panel material that captures the beauty of natural botanicals, fine textiles, decorative papers and architectural metals within high-performance translucent resins.

At Rogue Valley Door, we’ve taken this technology and incorporated it into our finely-crafted doors to create the Cielo Collection.

Intended for interior use, the Rogue Valley Door Cielo Collection has captured real world materials, colors and textures to complement the latest design trends.
REAL WORLD MATERIALS

Lumicor’s design team has captured real world materials, colors and textures to create its original design collections. Explore real botanicals, sculptured embosses, architectural metals, natural elements and fine textiles. Lumicor has incorporated these materials into an exciting collection of architectural resin panels.
1508 (SG) MAPLE
SHOWN WITH RICE PAPER

30G (SG) FIR
SHOWN WITH OYSTER LINEN

55G (SG) FIR
SHOWN WITH LARGE OVALESQUE
Door: 5502-A
Shown in Knotty Alder with Prairie Grass
Simulated Divided Light on
all Segment, Elliptical and
Radius transoms.

12” & 14” TRANSOMS ARE 5 LIGHTS • 16” & 18” TRANSOMS ARE 10 LIGHTS

12” & 14” SIDELIGHTS ARE 4 LIGHTS, 16” & 18” SIDELIGHTS ARE 8 LIGHTS

Door: 4697 • Sidelights: 4708
Transom: 6710-C
Shown in Fir
See page 51 and 68
Our Privacy Sash designs are windows that are built to match existing doors for additional privacy in your bathroom. Choose your favorite textured glass to add privacy to your home. For greater opacity, add satin glass to your textured glass option.
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

Whether you are an architect, a builder-developer, or a homeowner, Rogue Valley Door wants you to fully realize your door treatment vision. Throughout this catalog we present you with many ideas and options. And in our ‘Creative Solutions’ section, we have even more creative ideas for designing your custom door.

We can craft virtually any door imaginable. So, look through these patterns for inspiration, specify your wood species and you are on your way to having a truly unique custom door.

Go ahead, browse these designs and let your imagination consider the creative solutions of a Rogue Valley Door!
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

DESIGN YOUR OWN ROGUE VALLEY DOOR ONLINE